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Sponsored by T-Mobile and Farmers National Bank

Date: Friday, August 6th
Time: 9:30 am Registration, 11 am Tee-off
Location: Cranberry Highlands Golf Course

2021 CRANBERRY CUP EVENTS

Golf Outing, Four Person Team Scramble

Softball Tournament
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The Championship Game will be held at 
Cranberry Community Park on Sunday starting at approximately 3:30 pm.

Sponsored by Armstrong and Guardian Protection Services

Date: Friday, August 6th
Time: 6 pm – 10 pm 

(light dinner 6:30 pm – 8:30 pm)
Location: Cranberry Highlands Golf Course 

Kick-off Party

Date: Saturday, August 7th
Time: 10 am 

Location: Cranberry Community Park

Opening Ceremony

Sponsored by Rhoads Orthodontics 

Date: Sunday, August 8th
Time: 2 pm 

Location: Cranberry Community Park – Free and open to all

Picnic in the Park

Sponsored by Infinity Custom Homes and Armina Stone

Date: Saturday, August 7th through Sunday, August 8th
Time: 8 am Saturday through 6 pm Sunday 

Location: Cranberry Community Park, Graham Park and Rowan/Vets Fields
Find the tournament schedule on Tourney Machine: https://bit.ly/3xhv1TL  
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A LETTER FROM THE CUP  
Anthony Bertolino, Cranberry CUP President

Welcome back! The masks are off and now the gloves are on. With the recent decline 
of the Covid-19 virus in our community, we all have finally been able to drop those 
uncomfortable masks that have been on our face for the past year and now it is time for 
us to put the softball and golf gloves back on for the 22nd year of the Cranberry CUP. 
As we have all navigated through the many unpleasant changes over the past year, the 
Cranberry CUP has been no exception. With the canceling of our Good Friday Golf Outing 
in 2020 and again in 2021 as well as the softball and golf tournaments last year, the CUP 
has seen a significant drop in proceeds over the last 15 months. Despite the drop, the 
CUP has still been able to support the many requests for help that have developed over 
the past year including our Christmas support program for needy families in the area. 

The start of the year saw light at the end of the tunnel as Covid cases dropped in the early 
months. With that came a renewed optimism and that wondering question from so many 
people, “Are we still going to have the CUP this year?” There is an eagerness to return to 
the excitement and fellowship that the CUP weekend brings to so many. It is a reminder 
that the CUP truly is Community Uniting People.   

Not only do people enjoy the excitement the CUP brings from the competition of events 
and excitement of the kickoff party, it seems that everyone also enjoys the good feelings 
that come with helping someone in our community who is in need. This year’s beneficiary 
family is the Kedzierskis. Maciej Kedzierski, his wife Lama, and their 5 children reside in the 
Pinehurst neighborhood. For the past 15 years, Maciej has been a dedicated emergency 
room doctor at Butler Memorial Hospital and continued caring for patients during the 
Covid pandemic. In March 2021, he went in for a routine endoscopy, but instead a mass 
was found in his stomach, and he was diagnosed with Gastric Adenocarcinoma. Things 
have been financially difficult for the Kedzierski family as Maciej has not worked since his 
diagnosis and does not know when he might be able to return to work. With your help, 
the Cranberry CUP is hopeful to lessen Maciej’s financial burden so that he may focus on 
healing.  We know that you will all rally around Maciej to support him and his family while 
they deal with his health issues.

As we head full steam into our third decade for the Cranberry CUP with our earliest sold-
out golf field and nearly 40 softball teams, the CUP continues to serve as a reminder on 
how our community overcame a national health crisis and came together to unite people 
once again. We are all looking forward to seeing everyone throughout the weekend and it 
is good to be back.

  

All the best,

Anthony Bertolino 
Cranberry CUP President
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THE KEDZIERSKI FAMILY
Inspirational Family of 2021

We are very pleased to announce that the Kedzierski Family has graciously 
accepted to be the Cranberry CUP’s 2021 Inspirational Family. 

Maciej Kedzierski, his wife Lama and their 5 children are 11-year residents of 
Cranberry Township residing in the Pinehurst neighborhood. For the past 15 
years, Maciej has been a dedicated emergency room doctor at Butler Memorial 
Hospital. As a frontline worker, Maciej continued caring for patients during the 
Covid pandemic. In March 2021, he went in for what he believed was going to be 
a routine endoscopy, but instead a mass was found in his stomach, and he was 
diagnosed with Gastric Adenocarcinoma. A few weeks before his diagnosis, Maciej 
developed a limp that he thought was from jogging too much. It turned out to 
be a stress fracture in his hip due to bone weakening from the cancer. Before 
they could treat the cancer, they had to replace his fractured hip and administer 
radiation to his hip and spine to prevent worsening.

The published prognosis on this type of cancer is not promising, but Maciej is 
optimistic about new treatments for this disease such as immunotherapy, which is 
the treatment he is currently undergoing along with the standard chemotherapy 
regimen. Every two weeks Maciej goes to a clinic for several hours to receive infusions 
and for the next 48 hours returns home with a pump to complete his treatment. 
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Since his diagnosis, Maciej has not been 
able to work, and the financial hardships 
on the family are great. It is the goal of the 
Cranberry CUP to relieve some of their 
financial burdens so that Maciej may focus 
on healing. He says that he and his family 
remain hopeful and are extremely grateful 
for all the people who are praying for him. 
Maciej is exactly what an inspirational 
person should be. Someone whose life 
changed in ‘a blink of an eye’ but inspires those around him by his positive 
outlook. He believes that as bad as things are getting, it has allowed him and 
his wife to focus on the things that really matter in life: their awesome children 
and their love for each other. 

Maciej’s positivity comes from some of the wonderful teachers in his life—
one of them asked a simple question, “If you met yourself, would you like 
yourself?” Maciej said, “I have always tried to live in such a way that I would 
like the person I met.” Another thought that holds truth for him is by Booker 
T. Washington, “No race can prosper till it learns that there is as much dignity 
in plowing a field as in writing a poem.” To Maciej, this means that even the 
menial tasks we have to do have inherent dignity and value that can’t be 
ignored without making the world poorer for it. 

Since his diagnosis, he has constantly had to face and fight even when he 
would rather have just rolled up into a ball and cried.  The last lines of Ulysses 
by Alfred, Lord Tennyson has kept him upright:

“One equal temper of heroic hearts,

Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will

To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.”

Maciej believes that regardless of how bad things get, these words remind him 
that while he may not choose his time or fate, it is his choice to yield or not. 
That choice is his and he will not yield!
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Cranberry Township EMS  
is proud to support the Cranberry CUP 
and the entire community throughout the year.

Please check out the listing of free health, wellness 
and safety programs we offer to community members 
at www.cranberrytownshipems.org under the  
Community Health tab.

Cranberry Township EMS, 20727 Route 19, Suite 51, Cranberry Twp, PA 16066   |   724.776.4480

 
 

 

 
                

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Gilliland Vanasdale Sinatra Law Office, LLC is dedicated to providing customized legal services to our valued clients.   
General practice includes Divorce, Custody and Support, Personal Injury and Insurance, Business, Contract and Civil Matters, 

Criminal and Juvenile Law, Wills and Estates, and Real Estate and Closings. 
 
 
 

Attorneys: 
Jennifer Gilliland Vanasdale 

Gary T. Vanasdale 
Jill D. Sinatra 

John M. Schaffranek 
 

GILLILAND VANASDALE SINATRA 

  Law Office, LLC 

724.741.0536 

 

1667 Route 228 • Suite 300 • Cranberry Township, PA 16066 (main office) 
* 257 South Main Street, Butler PA 16001  

*Butler location (across from the Butler County Courthouse) is for meetings only as scheduled, not for service, mail, or deliveries. 
  

 
 

WWW.GVLAWOFFICE.COM 

                                              WWW.GVLAWOFFICE.COM 
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CREESE, SMITH, HUNE & CO. 
LLC 

CPA’s & Advisors 
David L. Smith, CPA 

 
 

8150 Perry Highway, Suite 105 
Pittsburgh, PA  15237 

412-635-9088 – Phone    412-635-9976 –Fax 

www.creesesmith.com 
Proud Sponsor of the 2021 

 CRANBERRY CUP! 



For 21 years, the Cranberry CUP has celebrated a growing legacy of community spirit, 
generosity and volunteerism. Our “men and women in blue” are one very special group of 
volunteers who return year after year to ensure the honor of the CUP tournament. Unlike 
many of our players, their fate is not to cross the plate to the cheers of the crowd, but to call 
it like they see it. Their job is perhaps the toughest of all, and yet they give up their weekends 
each year, stand in the hot sun for hours on end and continue to make the tough calls. Their 
hearts are in the game every bit as much as the players because they are there to make a 
positive difference, emotionally and financially, for members of our own community who are 
in need. As you continue your quest for the CUP trophy this weekend, please remember to 
thank our umpires. They are a fitting crew to watch over the honor of the game.
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THANK YOU, BLUE!
We couldn’t do it without you!

Ray Peterson Chuck Heilmann
Jim Sorace Mark Rychorcewicz

Mike Fisher Sam Sciarrino
Jeff Rihn Brian Cronin
Bill Rees Terry Lydon
Gary McCandless Terry Gaona
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As a company that proudly supports  

the communities in which we live and work,  

MSA Safety is excited to support the 2021

Cranberry CUP

MSAsafety.com • 1.800.MSA.2222

The  Mission of MSA
That men and women may work in safety  

and that they, their families,  
and their communities may live in health  

throughout the world.
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THE CRANBERRY CUP
A History of Growth and Giving

The Cranberry CUP has expanded its activities and its ability to raise funds since its inception. This success is 

due entirely to the dedication of volunteers and the generosity of individuals, neighborhoods, businesses and 

government agencies. The CUP currently raises money through registration fees, raffle ticket sales, individual 

and business contributions, and corporate sponsorships. Many individuals and companies also donate essential 

products and services, or provide them at a reduced rate. A brief look back follows.

2000 – Seven neighborhoods competed in the first Cranberry CUP Softball Tournament to 
raise $3,800 for the American Cancer Society. 

2001 – Fourteen neighborhoods raised $14,000 for the children of Township Police Officer 
JoEllen Maughn-Evanson’s Scholarship Fund. The event featured the addition of the now annual 
Kick-off Party. 

2002 – Local businesses and government agencies entered their first teams in the Softball 
Tournament. Twenty-three neighborhoods and four open division teams raised $23,500 for 
Pennsylvania State Trooper, Bob Newton.

2003 – Thirty neighborhood and 12 business/government teams raised $40,000 to offset 
medical costs for 13-year-old Kayla Sansone.

2004  – Thirty-six neighborhood and 12 open division teams raised $55,000 for 15-year-old 
Alex Poust.

2005 – The CUP held the first of what is now the annual Golf Classic. Twenty-three 
neighborhood and 13 business teams competed in the Classic. The CUP raised $75,000 to help 
with medical costs for seven-year-old Isabella Christenson and nine-year-old Dakota Dore.

2006 – The Cranberry CUP raised more than $140,000 to help the Sherri and Doug Maybee 
family as well as seven other local families.

2007 – For the first time, the Cranberry CUP acquired sponsors for all three major components 
of the CUP weekend – the Golf Classic, Kick-off Party and Softball Tournament. In addition, the CUP 
expanded its geographic boundary to include potential beneficiaries from within the entire Seneca 
Valley School District. More than $115,000 was raised. The primary beneficiary was the Bob Giebel 
Family of Harmony. 

2008 – The events raised more than $115,000 and the Cranberry CUP was able to provide 
financial assistance and emotional support to Emil Steinmetz while he awaited a heart transplant 
and other families within our community. Thirty-nine foursomes competed in the Golf Outing 
and the Kick-off Party was attended by approximately 450 people. The Opening Ceremony was 
attended by more than 2,000 people. 



2009 – A Decade of Giving! The CUP helped the Jimmy Barbarino Family complete their new 
Habitat for Humanity home. Thirty-two neighborhoods and 21 corporate teams competed in 
the softball tournament during our first rainy weekend in 10 years! Additionally, due to the long-
standing success of the CUP, additional funds were available to provide financial assistance and 
emotional support to other families within our community during the holidays.

2010 – The Surman Family was selected as the Inspirational Family. Along with financial 
assistance for the Surman Family, we also donated $1000 each worth of gifts to six families 
in need from Seneca Valley School District during the holidays. During this year, we also 
established two scholarships for high school seniors: one scholarship for volunteerism and the 
other in honor of Megan O’Shea Durst for work with children and disabilities.

2011 – Cranberry resident, Shawn O’Donnell, a former Social Studies teacher at Keystone 
Oaks and a Driving Education Instructor for Seneca Valley School District, his wife Tina along 
with their children Nathan, Alex, Brayden, and Mia served as the Inspirational Family. The CUP 
also donated holiday gifts to five disadvantaged families from the Seneca Valley School District. 
Additionally, two $1000 scholarships were awarded to Seneca Valley Seniors.

2012 – Eight-year-old Cheyannia Marburger served as the Inspirational Person. The CUP 
helped to provide Cheyannia with many positive and uplifting experiences during the last few 
months of her short life. The CUP officially surpassed the million dollar mark in fundraising since 
its inception!

2013 – Kim Long and her children, were the 2013 Inspirational Family. Kim, who was 
diagnosed with Hodgkin’s Lymphoma in June 2012, underwent six cycles of chemotherapy over 
a 6 month period and a five week intensive daily radiation program in 2013. She most recently 
underwent a Stem Cell Transplant. The CUP gave two $2000 scholarships and provided holiday 
gifts to 5 Seneca Valley families in need.

2014 – The Cranberry CUP rallied around the Koliscak family in 2014 to support Jason who 
has been battling chronic liver disease and bile duct cancer. In addition to our Inspirational 
Family, the $132K raised throughout the year also helped to support Kim Long, several families 
at Christmastime, two scholarship winners and Crystal Giovengo, who received her Alert 
Dog in October.  

2015 – Steve Popson and his family were the 2015 Inspirational Family. Steve suffered from 
congestive heart failure and the illness took a toll on his family both financially and emotionally. 
Through his hardship, Steve helped to spread the word about the health risks of energy drinks. 
The CUP helped the Popsons purchase a home, which enabled Steve’s wife, Shelby, to open an 
in-home childcare business. Shelby can now stay home with their children, help Steve and 
provide income for the family. Steve’s health is improving, and the family is adjusting to their 
new modified lifestyle. Additionally, two $2,000 scholarships were also awarded this year and 
the CUP provided holiday gifts to several families.

More History on next page   >
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2016 –Jordan Majcan was inspiration in 2016. Jordon was severely injured in a car accident 
in 2015. The family struggled to take care of Jordan’s physical challenges in their small home, 
so the Cranberry CUP, along with the efforts of the community and local churches helped to 
relieve their stress by putting a handicap accessible addition onto the Majcan home. This year, 
the CUP held its inaugural Good Friday Golf Outing, added a motorcycle run to help raise funds, 
awarded two $2,000 scholarships, and helped several families at Christmas time.

2017 – In 2014, Paul Bliss was diagnosed with cancer which led to him losing his right eye. He 
also underwent risky surgery to remove cancer from the brain lining of his forehead.  After 6 
weeks of radiation, it seemed the cancer was gone.  But in 2016, Paul learned he had cancer 
in his liver and has been getting treated with chemotherapy. The Cranberry CUP community 
helped Paul and his family with financial support so that they could concentrate on Paul’s 
treatment. The CUP also awarded two $2,000 scholarships and helped the Cragg family and 
Angel family with financial needs. Unfortunately, Paul passed away on August 26, 2020. He is 
lovingly remembered by his wife Jennifer and four children, Caitlin, Shawn, Natalie, and Carter. 

2018 – The CUP held its first Wine event at Vines in order to help raise funds for our families 
in need. The Duran family became our Inspirational Family as Maddox, aka SuperMad, stole all 
of our hearts with his fight against Spina Bifida. At less than 24 hours old, baby Maddox had his 
first of many surgeries to try to relieve some of the pain his was experiencing due to his illness. 
He also battled Chiari ii malformation, dysgenesis of the Corpus Callosum and Colpocephaly. 
Because of all of his neurological disorders and his periods of oxygen deprivation, Maddox had 
Cortical Visual Impairment. Despite his illnesses, SuperMad had a heart-warming personality. 
The Cranberry CUP community provided financial support, prayers and love to the Duran family 
during their difficult time. Maddox earned his angel wings in May 2021. The CUP purchased 
a memorial brick for the Miracle League Field in honor of Maddox. In addition, a $2,000 
scholarship was awarded and the CUP funded a deck necessary to help a handicapped young 
boy in 2018. 

2019 – David Pritchard and his family were the 2019 Inspirational Family. In 2015 David was 
diagnosed with a serious medical condition known as C-diff, Clostridum Diffcile.  Because of his 
suppressed immune system due to a kidney transplant 13 years ago, this was an extremely 
serious illness for him.  Later in 2016, David was diagnosed with tongue and tonsil cancer. He 
lost the ability to create saliva and lost the ability to speak clearly.  During all of this, David found 
out that he needed another kidney transplant.  The Cranberry CUP community helped David 
and his family with financial support so that he could focus on his health.  And although David 
did not receive a second kidney transplant, he continues to fight his condition and enjoy time 
spent with family while encouraging others to become an organ donor.  In addition to helping 
the Pritchards, the CUP remodeled a bathroom to make it handicap accessible, awarded a 
$2,000 scholarship to Simren Jayaraman, and provided a Christmas for several families in need.
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PROUD SPONSORS
OF THE CRANBERRY CUP

Making a

community.

difference
in our 
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Due to the Pandemic, the Annual Good Friday Golf Classic was postponed for 2020 
and 2021. We plan to honor Jason’s memory by coming back bigger and better in 

2022. We hope you will join us in celebrating Jason and his family. 

GOOD FRIDAY GOLF CLASSIC 

2019 JASON KOLISCAK GOOD FRIDAY GOLF CLASSIC SPONSORS

Bagiatis, Nicholas & Kristen  •  Charter Homes & Neighborhoods  •  Complete 
Chiropractic Health PC  •  Cranberry Dental Studio Inc.  •  Cranberry Elks Lodge #2249  
Cranberry Family Dentistry  •  Cranberry Orthodontics, LLC  •  Cranberry Psychological 
Center, Inc.  •  CX-Energy  •  Devlin Funeral Home  •  Funyak Landscapes, LP  •  Juliet L. 

Abel, Attorney at Law  •  Karski & Spokane Orthodontics  •  Lowe’s Cranberry Township  
Mars Orthodontics  •  McManus Heating & Cooling  •  Morascyzk & Polochak  •  MSA  

Northwestern Mutual  •  PA Distance Learning Charter School  •  Poor College Kid 
Landscaping  •  Rhoads Orthodontic Specialist  •  Seneca Valley Soccer Association 

Walsh, Brian & Keely  •  Wetzel Subways Inc.  •  X-Cel Gymnastics



Congratulations to the 2019 Softball Winners!

2019 SOFTBALL WINNERS
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Congratulations, Winning Teams! 

UPMC– Open Division CUP Champs 2019

Pinehurst – Neighborhood Division CUP Champs 2019
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Capable device required for 5G; coverage not available in some areas. Some uses may require certain plan or feature; see T-Mobile.com. 
T-Mobile, the T logo, Magenta and the magenta color are registered trademarks of Deutsche Telekom AG. © 2021 T-Mobile USA, Inc.

Find out more at T-Mobile.com/AcrossAmerica

At T-Mobile, we believe that when small towns thrive, America thrives.  
That’s why we’re investing billions to light up our award-winning  
5G network in more places than ever. We’re also building more  

local stores and creating more than 7,500 new jobs in communities  
and towns across America over the next few years.

S:4.25"
S:7.25"
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Thank you Cranberry Cup for 
helping those in need since 2000.  

Your efforts have made a difference in 
Butler County, making it a great place to visit. 

Playing for Keeps
Whether you’re a seasoned veteran or are just getting 
hooked on the game, the golf in Butler County is far from 
just “par”. Our courses are surrounded by wooded hills and 
panoramic views! You’ll find generous fairways, distinctive 
greens and a variety of strategically placed features that 
create a fun and challenging game for scratch 
golfers and raw beginners alike.

Butler County has eight courses all within 
thirty minutes of each other. You’re never 
far from a good round of golf, so come 
on out and tee it up with us!

Playing with the Pros!  
The PGA Tri-State Section, along with Butler County 
Tourism & Convention Bureau, will be hosting the 2021 
Butler County Pro-Am Fall Golf Classic — October 3-5, 2021. 
This three day golf tournament will take place at Slippery 
Rock Golf Club & Events Center, Butler Country Club and 
Cranberry Highlands Golf Course. 

Go to VisitButlerCounty.com/ProAm2021 to learn more.
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Don’t play games  
with your  

family’s emotional health.     
 
 
 

Our dedicated staff  of  psychiatrists, psychologists, and licensed psychotherapists  
are here to help.  

 
         Depression or Grief             Anxiety or stress               Marital problems                
           Eating Disorders                  Anger or abuse                Addiction problems                
           Attention-deficit                 Trauma or PTSD           Work related problems            
       Obsessive-Compulsive              LGBTQ+ issues            Postpartum Depression 
 

 
Cranberry Psychological Center offers a full range of  psychological services  

including individual, marital and family therapy for adults and children,  
psychiatric evaluation and medication management. 

 

 

 

CRANBERRY PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER 
     Seven Fields            McMurray            Fox Chapel 
    724-772-4848        724-941-5363         412-406-8080 

  
 

www.cranberrypsychcenter.com 
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KICK-OFF PARTY FOOD DONORS
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NEIGHBORHOOD GOLF WINNERS 
Under the direction of CUP Vice President, Anthony Bertolino, the Cranberry 
CUP Golf Classic has been an integral part of the CUP since 2005!  Here is a 
look back at the winning* neighborhood teams.

2005 Seven Fields 2012 Glenbrook
2006 Manor Creek 2013 Kingsbrook
2007 Hunters Creek 2014 Glenbrook
2008 Hunters Creek 2015 Hunters Creek
2009 Glenbrook 2016 Glenbrook
2010 Hunters Creek 2018 Grandshire
2011 Glenbrook 2019 Freedom Woods

*2017 Rainout

(724) 779-7611 
  Profiles Styling Salon is proud to sup-
port the Cranberry Cup!  We appreci-
ate that since 1997 our community has 
grown with us.  It's a pleasure to be 
associated with such and embracing 
event. 

Services: 

  Quality hair ser-
vices for the whole 
family. 

 Personal Facials 

 Nail Services 

 Gel Polish 

 Spa Pedicures 

 Waxing Services 

 Custom Haircuts 

 Creative Color 

$10.00 off 

   new or existing clients 
receiving a new service. 

$25.00 minimum. 

Not valid with any other 
offer. One per client. 

10 St. Frances Way 
Cranberry Township 

(724) 779-7611 



 
 

 
 

  CRANBERRY ELKS 
      BPOE#2249         

- Founded in 1868 
- A Charitable, Fraternal Organization 

- Over 2000 Lodges nationwide 
- Donates millions of dollars to scholarships, 

youth activities and Veterans        
- Serving people and communities  

-Banquet Hall Available 

 
       

Log on to our website: elks2249@zoominternet.net         
National website: elks.org 

Find us on facebook “Cranberry Elks 2249  
Located at 20720 Rt. 19, Cranberry Twp. 

For Banquet Hall Rental Information Call: 
Chrissy Eaton – 724-816-7720  

cranberryelksbanquet@gmail.com 
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Saluting the Cranberry CUP and the many causes that benefi t 
from its generous contributions. Plan and play accordingly.

Because everyone should have a MASTERPLAN ®.

Pick your cause and have a ball.

In the North Hills, David M. Pifer, CFP® | 412-633-1655 | hefren.com
Financial Planning with MASTERPLAN® | Retirement Planning | Estate Planning
Investment Management | Insurance & Long-Term Care | Saving for Education

Hef-Till_CranberryCUP-FINAL.indd   1 7/23/21   3:25 PM
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Butler County Tourism and Convention Bureau   •  
Hefren-Tillotson   •   Dave Pifer CFP  •   UPMC Passavant

Rhoads Orthodontics

Cranberry Psycological Center •  
Gilliland Vanasdale Sinatra Law Office

Equitable Advisors-Tim Buggy

2021 CRANBERRY CUP SPONSORS

Platinum Sponsors $2,500+

Gold Sponsors $1,000+

Bronze Sponsors $250+

Silver Sponsors $500+
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PRODUCT & SERVICE DONATIONS

KICK-OFF PARTY BASKETS AND DONATIONS

Sponsors Armstrong and Guardian  •  Rue 21  •  Cheri Parise - Profiles Styling Salon  •  Nails by Sally  •  

Mike Leon - Leon Billiards and More   •  Leslie Metarko - Appalachian Rock Shop and Jewelry Emporium   •  

Tami McCleary & Judy Campbell - Allure Hair Design and Mini Spa   •  Todd Young - Lowe’s  • Roe Stragand 

gift baskets   •   Hand and Stone   •  Justine Heller - Anthology of McCandless  •  Mike Kyle - Zuppa’s 

Delicatessen   •  Dr. Edwin Amrhein & Liv Rogers - Evolve Wellness Center   •   Felipe Valdez & Kathy Kelly 

- Nothing Bundt Cakes  •   Jane Brunette   •  Bob Wolfinger – Il Pizzaiolo  •  Mt. Nebo Sheetz   •  Andora   •   

Soergel Orchards  •  Wexford Eat-n-Park   •  Kevin - Nails Studio II  • Longhorn   •  Katie Malone - Starbucks  •  

Heather Dils - Mary Kay  •  The Danka Family   •  David Benson - Springfield Grille   •  Brian Hunter - Firebirds   

•  Carole & Robert Karlik  •  Valerie & Ron May   •  The Bolena Family   •   Kelly Falck - Elle’s Beauty Bar   •  

Christine Finnell - UPMC  •  The Rivetti Family  •  The Previty Family  •   The Boltz Family

Zelienople Businesses:  Gary & Janie Gilarno - Stocking Stuffers Plus   •  Kaufman Tavern  •  

Spring & Main  •  Maddalon Jewelers   •  Whitey’s General Store & Clothing   •  Stony Run Winery   •  

Robin Fleming - Room To Grow   •  Mathew Jewelers   •   Oh & Ah Designs   •  Elluniger’s Meats   •   

The Nue Look   •  Local Boutique, Local Boutique Kids

A huge thank you to the kick-off volunteers:  

Coordinators: Sophia Mills •  Carrie Ohorodynk  •  Jill Izenas

Volunteers:  Jan & Phil Rodgers •  Guardian and Armstrong employees •  Kathy Hensler •  

Roe Stragand  •  Kaylee Martin •  Kristi Hackworth  •  Evan Welsh •  Jamie Kemper •  Judy Lyle • 

Lynn Villella  •  Melanie Koliscak  •  Sally Karabinos  •  Addison Koliscak  •  Lanie Koliscak •   

Alexis Koliscak  •  Sherry Leon  •   Angela & Ron Natoli •  Elaine Rudolph •  Madison Shaffer •  

Jenna Khale •  Robbie Boosel •  Marcy Marchi  

SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT THANK YOUS

CTAA  •  Field & concession stand volunteers  • Cranberry Township  •  Team Reps  •  

This year’s Tournament Sponsor – Infinity Custom Homes/Armina Stone

GOLF OUTING DONORS

Labatt Brewing  •  Cranberry Highlands   •  Profiles Styling Salon  •  Cranberry Sports Grill  • 

John Skal  •  Creese, Smith, Hune CPA  •  North Park Lounge
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SPECIAL THANKS

Cranberry Highlands Golf Course banquet facilities  •  Bustin’ Loose  •  

Tony Chwatek – US Food Services: plates, napkins, silverware  •  George Wertheimer – 

Key Impact Sales & Systems Inc.  •  Charcuterie Trays  •  Janet Smarra  •  Valerie May  •  

Roe Stragand  •   Seneca Valley Cheerleaders  •  Kevin Flaherty  •  VFW Post 879 - 

Cranberry Twp Fire Co  •  Cranberry Twp EMS  •  Zelienople Businesses  •  

Ashley Heinrichs  •   Benjamin Shulman - program design  • DDI - program printing 



1-888-424-9424 
buildinfinityhomes.com

412-710-7277 
arminastone.com

INFINITY CUSTOM HOMES  
& ARMINA STONE

ARE PROUD SPONSORS 
OF THE

2021

Infinity Custom Homes 
is a Luxury Home builder in 
the Pittsburgh area’s best 

neighborhoods and school districts. 

Are you dreaming of a luxury  
home in Cranberry? Visit our  

Forest Edge, Laurel Pointe, and 
Enclave at Highpointe communities.

Armina Stone, 
Pittsburgh’s largest indoor stone 

gallery, is dedicated to the design, 
fabrication, and installation of 
natural stone and quartz from 

around the world with showrooms 
in Cheswick, Robinson, and 

Cranberry Township.


